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Windows 10Â®. Print your license and power on your WindowsÂ® PC or tablet.. can you activate windows after a trial period of 3 months?Â .New Delhi: Poonam Pandey, the woman arrested in connection with the international trail of terror by Pakistan-based terror outfit Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM) chief

Masood Azhar, was offered a job to work for the terror outfit, her brother Arvind Pandey has said. Arvind's statement was in response to a tweet by Rajnath Singh about the arrest of Poonam, who shared a screenshot of her brother's post on Twitter. Poonam, who is accused of playing a role in the Pulwama
terror attack, was arrested on December 13 in connection with the plot to assassinate former President of US Barack Obama. On December 28, a team of the National Investigation Agency (NIA) raided her residence in south Delhi. The NIA, in its latest charge sheet, claimed Poonam was a close associate

of slain JeM chief Masood Azhar and that she had helped his brother Maulana Saad in preparing and getting conspirators and arms for the Feb 14 attack on CRPF soldiers. In November last year, the NIA had claimed that Poonam had conspired to kill former President Obama, who was visiting India, and had
urged Maulana Saad to join the conspiracy, pointing out that both hailed from the same town. A first information report (FIR) had accused Poonam of having links with Jaish-e-Mohammed chief Masood Azhar, the mastermind of the Pulwama terror attack on February 14, in which 40 CRPF personnel were

killed. The FIR also claimed that she had links with Hizbul Mujahideen terrorist Burhan Wani, and gave weapons training to his two associates. Poonam had also offered to provide funds to them, the FIR claimed. In a press conference, Arvind had told ANI that Poonam had offered a job
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